Jeff’s Tips for Better Picture Taking (... or things I wish I could remember whenever I take a picture.)
EQUIPMENT
Buy a Tripod
Shooting natural looking photos in available light sometimes requires that the camera be kept
steady for a quarter second or more. Purchase a tripod that is compact, light and easy to setup.
When you become more comfortable shooting, a monopod (one legged tripod) may be all you
need to help you keep the camera steady, and can also be used as a “stick” with your camera’s
self-timer to take shots up to 12 feet in the air!
Recommended: Slik U9000 Tripod, Slik Lighty Pod III Monopod. About $50 each.

Buy an Extra Battery and Memory Card (or two)
Memory (digital film) is so inexpensive these days, you can’t afford to run out of memory in the
middle of shooting pictures. The same goes for batteries. If your camera uses AA or AAA batteries, buy NIMH (Nickel Metal Hydride) rechargeable batteries and a recharger. Do not use alkaline
batteries, they are not intended for use in digital cameras.
Recommended: Batteries and Charger - MAHAEnergy.com, Memory Cards - newegg.com

Don’t Buy the Bag!
When you purchase your camera, the salesperson will try to sell you a bag, tripod, flash and
other accessories (a “kit”). Resist the temptation to buy the “recommended” items, they usually
are not as good as the equipment you would buy for yourself given time to do your research
and talk to photographers you may see in your travels. An inexpensive shoulder bag from LL
Bean or the like will work fine until you decide on the equipment you’d really like to own.
Recommended supplier: BHPhotoVideo.com

THE CAMERA
Know Your Camera and Workflow!
Of course, read the manuals and “Dummies” books. But most important, practice framing
pictures and using the camera’s controls before you attempt to shoot your prize-winning Dahlias
at the flower show. The photos are free for the taking... experiment and try new techniques!
Downloading your pictures to a PC can seem daunting for some. If you develop a repeatable
“work flow” for saving your pictures to named folders on your PC, the task will become second
nature over time.

Turn Off the Flash
For natural looking pictures, shoot in available light using a tripod and your camera’s self-timer,
if necessary. Using your tripod and the camera’s self-timer allows you to take a “hands-off” shot
with the camera perfectly still for as long as the exposure may take.
When your camera is in AUTO mode, the flash will fire any time the shutter speed is long
enough that camera shake might be a problem. Press the “lightning bolt” button or menu item
to turn off the automatic flash function.

Set the Image Quality to Largest and Highest Quality JPEG Image Possible
With the cost of large capacity memory cards being so low, it doesn’t make sense to shoot less
than the maximum size and quality image your camera can deliver. When you capture that
once-in-a-lifetime shot, you will want the ability to print beautiful 8x10 and 11x17 prints from
the JPEG file. Also, avoid deleting images while you are shooting unless you’re sure they are
rejects or you need additional space on your memory card. You could be deleting the shot of a
lifetime! There’s plenty of time for deleting photos after you’ve downloaoded them to your PC.

Turn On the Macro
Most Point-and-Shoot camera manufacturers assume you are shooting subjects that are 2 or
more feet away from you. This assumption improves how fast the camera will focus in typical
snapshot situations. When shooting subjects that are closer than 2 feet from the lens, press the
MACRO button or menu item to set the camera to focus close up. The camera will still focus on
subjects farther away, but there may be some delay while the autofocus “hunts” for the subject.

THE CAMERA (Continued)
Remember the Half-Press
The shutter button of almost all digital cameras has a feature to aid the photographer in
focusing. Pressing and holding the shutter button half-way down sets the focus point (and
sometimes exposure) and locks it until the shutter button is fully pressed. This feature allows
you to “pre-focus” on an object, then recompose the picture and take the shot. Using the
half-press, a shot can be taken immediately without a delay to focus, and more importantly, you
can be sure that the camera is focused on the object you intended.
In the past you may have seen a picture where the background was sharp and the subject (a
Dahlia maybe?) was out of focus. By centering the Dahlia in the frame and half-pressing the
shutter button THEN recomposing and taking the shot, you can be sure that Dahlia will be in
perfect focus.

White Balance (Color As You Remember It)
Available light is not always a neutral color. Incandescent light has an orange tint, flourescent
light a greenish tint. Sunlight is more red in the evening than at Noon. The color of objects that
you shoot are affected by the light they are shot in.
When your camera’s White Balance is set to AUTO, the camera makes it’s best guess of the
subject’s color based on the color of all objects in the picture. While this is usually very good,
when a number of shots of the same subject (a Dahlia, perhaps?) are viewed side by side, color
changes become apparent (Gee, that’s doesn’t look like the color I remember!).
To achieve more accurate color, set your camera’s White Balance to the prevailing light conditions. Almost all cameras offer settings for Sunlight, Cloudy, Flourescent, Incandescent, Flash, etc.
For truly accurate color, you can experiment with Custom White Balance, where you photograph
a neutral gray subject in the prevailing light conditions to set an accurate White Balance.
Recommended: Free WhiBal White Balance Reference Card Video Tutorials - RAWWorkflow.com

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE
Zoom In. Fill the Frame.
When you shoot a picture you are telling a story. Get close to your subject or use your telephoto
zoom to feature the subject(s) of the picture and exclude extraneous objects.
When shooting close-ups, “Zooming in” maximizes blurring of the background, causing your
subject to stand out in sharp detail. It also allows you to place the camera a convenient distance
from the subject.

The Rule of Thirds
A basic compositional rule of photography states that dividing the frame into equal horizontal
and vertical “thirds” creates 4 points that can be used to compose subjects in the photograph.
Used as a guideline, the Rule of Thirds can help to create a more pleasing composition than
simply placing your subject in the middle of the frame. The dividing lines can also be used as
guides for placing Horizons and large vertical objects in the picture.

What’s Happening in the Background?
After you’ve framed your subject in the viewfinder, consider what is happening in the
background. Is a telephone pole sticking out of the subject’s head? Is someone’s foot on the
path behind your Dahlia?
If so, change your shooting angle slightly or wait for the distraction to move on. To some extent,
you can also use your telephoto setting to blur the background so the distraction is less noticeable.

And another thing...
• Light and shadow are more interesting in the early morning or late afternoon. Shoot during
these times rather than at High Noon for more realistic photographs.
• Try shooting from an angle people don’t normally see. Crouch, lay on the ground or stand on a
chair. Use ordinary eye-level shots only when they enhance the composition’s point of view.
ABOVE ALL... Experiment, persist and use your talent to make other people happy.
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